Two Day Horsemanship with Challenges Clinic
January 22 & 23, 2022
This clinic will cover : • Body and mind control • Body and mind control with
distraction • Mind and body with flag, flares, and floppy man
Registration/Sign in - 8:00 am to 8:30 am
Class Starts - 9:00 am Lunch break – noon to 1:00 pm
Afternoon session – starts at 1:30 pm
Member Fee $450.00 per person, plus $25 club fee
Non-Member Fee $450.00 per person, plus $50 club fee
(camping/corral available for $20/nite for non-members)
Auditors $30.00 per person
Tindell’s Horse and Mule School, Humans Too, Progressive Horsemanship Program
is designed to represent what is natural for the horse and the mule. We teach
the human how to read the stock and support them in situations that are not
natural for them.
Horses and mules are fearful animals by nature and use movement to allow them
to accept what makes them scared. Through my Six Step Program I use the
stocks’ natural movement to direct them, to build softness and to build control.
The six steps will give you control on the ground, as well as while mounted. Not
only does it give the stock the support they need, but it gives the human the skills
necessary to help support their animal at all times.
During my time with the LAPD Mounted Unit, we did crime suppression as well as
crowd control. The horses were trained to utilize forward, backup, shoulder
control, hindquarter control and side pass, while being exposed to flashing lights,

sirens and in crowds. Perfecting these maneuvers allows the horse and rider to
perform their duties in a safe and effective manner.
The horses got 10% sensory training and 90% horsemanship. I feel that it is easy
to overexpose the horse and rider, but with more focus on horsemanship, we were
more effective in our training.
The Tindell Progressive Horsemanship Program is a complete program that works
with all disciplines and all breeds. This program builds confidence, courage and
control. Both the stock and their handlers learn the skills necessary as a team to
be safe in the arena, on the trail, in a crowd or even in the show pen. The program
is designed to help all students from beginner to advanced.
I am excited to bring my experience and expertise to help your club members
achieve their goals with their animals.
Thank you for your consideration.
Jerry Tindell

